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Council opposes Prop. 74, but 70,71 applauded
By Shelly Evans
s ta ff W rite r

The San Luis Obispo City Council urged
voters to oppose Proposition 74 at Tues
day’s meeting and support Propositions
70 and 71 on the June 7 ballot.
A ballot initiative to improve the state’s
highways. Prop. 74 would authorize the
sale of $1 billion of general obligation
bonds for highway repair. General obliga
tion bond monies are generated from
county property taxes.
Councilmember Allen K. Settle’s motion
to oppose Prop. 74 was supported by the

rest of the council on May 17.
“ For the first time, (the state) is setting
a bad precedent to use bonds,’’ Settle said,
arguing that improvement funds should
come from the users of the state highways
through gas tax.
“ It’s a political decision for the gov
ernor,’’ Settle said. “ He doesn’t want to
raise the gas tax.’’
Steve Henderson, assistant to the city
administrative officer, said the state
estimates $20 billion is needed to ade
quately repair state highways. He
described the $1 billion allotment through
Prop. 74 as a “ patchwork approach’’ to

solving an ongoing problem.
According to a council agenda report, a
gasoline tax is more appropriate and
preferred by the city because highway
commuters will bear the financial burden
of repairs.
Prop. 70, the Wildlife, Coastal and Park
Land C onservation Bond A ct, will
authorize the purchase of land throughout
the state for parkland acreage. If the ini
tiative passes, San Luis Obispo County
could receive $100,(X)0 to $200,000 for the
sale o f Nipomo Dunes to the state,
Henderson said.
The proposition allows for any land in

the state to be bought and designated as
open space, making it nearly impossible
for developers to ever build on it, he said.
Two major arguments fuel opposition to
Prop. 70, a council agenda report stated.
Individual members of the state Assembly
say the total package for land purchases is
too expensive and could possibly cost
taxpayers in excess o f $1.3 billion. Also,
opponents argue that there are no plans to
provide public access for 84 percent of
current state parkland, and that the $1.3
billion could better be used toward im
proving
existing
parks
rather
See PROPS, back page

CSU trustees approve $18 million
arts center for three-way funding
By Christine Kohn
s ta ff W rite r__________________
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The CSU Board of Trustees
agreed Wednesday to support a
jointly funded performing arts
center for Cal Poly and the
community.
Funded by the state, the city
of San Luis Obispo and the
Foundation for the Performing
Arts Center, the $18 million cost
will be shared on a two-thirds,
o n e-six th , one-sixth ra tio ,
respectively, said Doug Gerard,
executive dean in charge of Fa
cilities Administration.
This would mean approximate
ly $12 million from the state and

\
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$3 million from each of the other
two partners.
In addition, authority was
given to Chancellor W. Ann
Reynolds to enter into further
agreements needed for the joint
funding.
“ It really was the first step,’’
said Gerard. “ We’ll have to go
back to the trustees several
times. We’ll have to go back and
ask them to appoint an architect
and have the schematic design
approved.”

said Gerard. It will include a
main auditorium with 1,500
seats.
Construction is expected to
begin in fall 1991 with comple
tion by early 1994.
The next step in the planning
of the project will be to form a
seven-member board of directors,
which will include three repre
sentatives from Cal Poly and two
each from the city and Founda
tion for the Performing Arts
Center.

The 63,000-square-foot per
forming arts center, to be built
next to the Cal Poly Theatre, will
be about twice the theatre’s size.

Specific plans for the perform
ing arts center will be compiled
and later presented to the
trustees.

By fall 19fl2 ...
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M arin a D e M a tte i is cycling fo r th e A m erican Lung A sso ciatio n .

Poly Student to bike
TransAmerica Trek
By John Alexiou
s ta ff W rite r

A Cal Poly student plans to
participate in a bike ride across
the United States to benefit
the American Lung Associa
tion.
Marina DeMattei, a full-time
graduate student with a degree
in biochemistry, will be among
300 cyclists in the seven-week,
3,425-m ile
T ransA m erica
Bicycle Trek June 6-July 22.
The trek from Seattle to
Atlantic City, N.J., will raise
more than $2 million to help
the American Lung Associa
tion prevent and control lung
diseases such as emphysema,
lung cancer, chronic bronchitis
and asthma.
“ The Trek for me is a state
ment,’’ she said. “ I feel that
people need to become more
aware of the lung damage

caused by poor air quality and
smoking.’’
DeMattei, still $300 short on
pledges from the $5,000 she
must raise to make the ride, is
confident she’ll be able to rally
the rest of the money, but isn’t
quite sure she’s ready to
average 75 miles a day on the
road with a few 100-milers
thrown in also.
“ I really need to take some
time out and mentally prepare
for th is,’’ said DeMattei,
thinking of her busy schedule.
“ There’s going to be days
where it’s going to be really
tough and I just hope that 1
can make it through those
days.’’
Besides going to her Cal Po
ly classes, she is student
teaching eighth graders at
Paulding Intermediate School
in Arroyo Grande and working
See BIKER, page 10

Students may need 2nd language
to graduate if A. Senate agrees
By Karen N . Smyth
S u f f W r I f r _____________________________________________________________________

Competency in a second language may become
an exit requirement for future Cal Poly grads.
This fall the statewide academic senate, repre
senting the 19 California State University cam
puses, will decide upon a proposal from the
Chancellor’s Office which requires students to
show speaking, listening comprehension and
reading and writing skills in a language other than
English. The plan will affect students on all CSU
campuses beginning fall 1992.
William Little, head of the foreign languages
department, said the statement calls for proficien
cy, not necessarily classroom work. Students will
need to perform, and show an ability to function in,
a language other than English. The plan will not
only apply to commonly taught languages such as
Spanish, French or German, but also to any
language with which the student is culturally fa
miliar.
Little said there will probably be standardized
tests for Spanish, French, and German, but pro
blems could result in finding a procedure to handle
others. He said there are 2,000 languages in the
world other than English, and at least 50 are used
by students on campus, such as Farsi and many of
the Asian languages.
According to a draft of the plan drawn at the
beginning of April, there are a few ways students
will be waived from the requirement. One way is to
pass a national foreign language exam, such as the
College Board Foreign Language Achievement
Examination, the Modern Language Association
Collegiate Examination, or the Advanced Place

ment Examination. A systemwide passing score
will be determined for each exam by the CSU after
consultation with the faculty.
Students who receive at least 120 hours of for
mal instruction in a foreign language while study
ing abroad for an accredited program, or have at
tended two years o f an approved secondary school
where English was not the primary language, will
also be free from the requirement.
Students with speech or hearing impediments
that specifically affect language abilities may fulfill
the requirement by successfully completing alter
native coursework in such fields as linguistics,
foreign literature in translation, comparative
cultures or American Sign Language. These waiv
ers will be arranged through the foreign language
department and handicapped student services.
Students may also be excused by majoring or
See LANGUAGE, back page

Insight
S u icide is fa c t o f life on
m any co lleg e cam p u ses,
a n d m a n y s tu d e n ts
burdened by re la tio n 
ships and school stress
see no o th er w ay out.
But counselors insist
there are altern a tives .
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ould a rose by any other name really smell as
sweet? I think not. Few parents realize the
awesome responsibility they hold as name givers.
Names shape lives. People have this funny way of
developing into what you might expect their names
dictate.
Now 1 got screwed over by my family name. So
surnames can have the same fateful effect as first
names. It seems parents sometimes get so caught
up in creative or commemorative name-giving that
they don’t realize the end resuU of branding their
kids Sweetface, Early, Adolph, Floyd or Elmer for
the remainder of their lives. Think of the torture
these kids had to go through from their peers.
With stigmas like that, how do you think they’d
turn out?
Now, I admit, names tend to go in cycles. What
was chic in the ’40s, like Harry, Alfred or Duane,
gave way to Brittany, Darin or Mitch in the ’80s.
Indeed, people have a tendency to live up to their
names. Did Larry Speakes’s parents destine him to
be the White House press secretary? And women
with names like Candice, Hope or Francesca
always look like a Candice, Hope or Francesca, you
know what I mean?
And then there’s the bisexuality and racial in
dications of names. Anyone whose last name is
Jackson or men with names like Robyn, Kim or
Ashley must constantly correct unthinking stereo
typers.
ames become even more important if you’re in
the limelight. For instance, Bork never had a
chance. No one wanted a Supreme Court justice
whose name sounded as if it was invented by the
Muppets’ Swedish Chef. First names don’t seem to
make the public blanch quite as much. Just ask
Byron, Thurgood or Sandra Day. And the double
whammy Lyn Nofziger got dealt was ... well, would
you want a name like that?
While on the topic of politics, let’s take a look at
presidents past and potential. Wouldn’t it be a
refreshing change to get away from the stuffiness
of Ronald, Gerald, Lyndon, Franklin or possibly
George?
How could the common man relate to names like
that? Wouldn’t it be nice to have a Mike in office,
for instance? I can hear Sam Donaldson from the
helipad now: “ Yo! Mike! Got a question for ya!”
Jesse almost goes over the casual barrier, although
many have tried unsuccessfully for the same effect
(just look at Ronnie, Jimmy, Jerry, Teddy; and
who could forget Tricky Dicky?).
So you see, we really have little say in the mat
ter. Once those few little words are printed on our
birth certificates, it’s all over.

W

K im H o lw e g e r,

□ “ Education is an issue that is a disgrace to the people of
California. California is one of the wealthiest states in the na
tion and yet it is 47th in percentage of personal income spent
for education.”
Democratic Assembly candidate Chuck Comstock, speaking
in a debate at Cal Poly.
□ “ It’s important for a woman to keep her identity. She’s in
a male’s world, but she doesn’t have to swear like the guys
and she doesn’t have to develop male traits.”
Candi Jones, one o f only two women officers in the San Luis
Obispo County Sheriff’s Department.
□ “ I know there are witnesses who say he (gripman) was
freewheeling down the hill, but that’s not true. It he had been
going that fast there would have been deaths.”
George Newkirk, spokesman fo r the San Francisco Municipal
Railway, on the cable car accident that injured 32 people.
□ “ 1 don’t think I’m a hero. Anybody would have done the
same.”
Seventeen-year-old Mary Fitzgerald o f Detroit, whose hair
was ablaze when she hurled herself through a wall o f fire to
rescue her two sisters.
□ “ It is common knowledge that plastic garbage bags left
on or at the side of a public street are readily accessible to
animals, children, scavengers, snoops and other members of
the public.”
Justice Byron White, on the Supreme Court’s decision that
curbside trash is not private.

REPORTER’S NOTEBOOK

Ms. Skratt, a Journalism Junior, is in her third
quarter as a Mustang Daily reporter. Before being
blessed with the name Alison Marie, she was dubb
ed “Baby A ” by the authorities.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

San Jose State
vs. styrofoam
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Editor — We are three San
Jose State students who have
been gaining support on our
campus to oppose the use of
styrofoam products by our
food-services department. All
beverage containers on our cam
pus are made of styrofoam, as
are many food containers. The
only alternative is carbonated
beverages in cans. We have
gained 351 signatures for our
petition that opposes the use of
styrofoam products here.
We strongly urge students at
Cal Poly to become aware of the
dangers to the Earth’s environ
ment due to continued use of
c h l o r o f lu o r o c a r b o n s
in
styrofoam. There are some prac
tical things students can do to
help:
•D on’t use styrofoam pro
ducts.
•Don’t eat at establishments
that use styrofoam.

•If forced to eat there, let
management know why an alter
native is important.
•Educate your friends.
We are not trying to save the
world. We are trying to make a
difference in the California State
University. Please help us by in
forming yourself about this
hazard and take some action to
make a difference.
KATARINA JONHOLT
ANNE TROSTLE
BODI WALLACE

Letters to the editor must be
typewritten, 200 words or
less, and include the writer’s
name and telephone number.
Editor reserves the right to
reject any letter that does
not conform to the require
ments. Letters may be edited
fo r brevity and style. Submit
letters to Graphic Arts 226,
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo,
CA 93407.
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Nation

Alameda County makes panel
to deal with water shortage

Defense secretary gives OK
to MX missile launch system

Soviets: Chemical explosion
not fuel for nuclear missile

WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense Secretary Frank C.
Carlucci has authorized full-scale development of a rail
car launching system for the MX nuclear missile, the
Pentagon said Wednesday.
Following the authorization, the Air Force awarded
two development contracts totaling almost $329 million
for the construction and testing of the missile-carrying,
launch control and security rail cars that will be needed
to make the 71-foot missile mobile, the announcement
added.
A $167 million contract was awarded to Westinghouse
Electric Corp.’s Marine Division in Sunnyvale to design,
develop and test the missile launch car.
The second contract, worth $161.7 million, was
awarded to Rockwell International Corp.’s Autonetics
Electronics Systems Division in Anaheim.

MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet Union acknowledged
Wednesday that something exploded at one of its chem
ical factories last week, but denied U.S. claims that it
was rocket fuel used for a newlong-range nuclear
missile.
Gennady 1. Gerasimov, Foreign Ministry spokesman,
said three people were killed and five injured in the ex
plosion May 12 in a storage area of the plant at
Pavlograd, about 500 miles southwest of Moscow in the
Ukraine.
He said the chemicals involved were explosives used in
civilian industry, not fuel for the new SS-24 intercon
tinental ballistic missile.
U.S. officials in Washington
said Tuesday the
Pavlograd plant is the sole facility for manufacturing the
main rocket motors for the SS-24.

OAKLAND (AP) — Alameda County supervisors
have created an advisory panel, apparently the first in
the state, to help the county get through the water
shortage.
Supervisors created the task force Tuesday at the re
quest of the state Office of Emergency Services, which is
seeking similar action from other counties throughout
California.
Alameda County already has taken measures to deal
with the effect of the drought on crops and livestock.
Sheriff Charles Plummer said.
“ (But) now the possible effects of the drought on all
aspects of the county need to be addressed in a com
prehensive, coordinated manner,” Plummer told the
Board of Supervisors.
The panel will be made up of 25 representatives.

World

Former security guard gets
death sentence for slaying

Senators fend off Republican
try at Soviet treaty passage

Gorbachev may pull troops
to gain East-West support

SAN JOSE (AP) — A former security guard has been
sentenced to die in the gas chamber for the slaying of a
high school girl after attacking her at the Hillsborough
mansion where he worked.
David Allen Raley, 26, was sentenced Tuesday by
Santa Clara County Superior Court Judge John Schatz,
who followed through on the death penalty recommen
dation of jurors who heard the case after another jury
deadlocked over the issue.
Raley was convicted last year of the 1985 murder of
Jeanine Grinsell, 16, and the attempted murder of
Grinsell’s friend, Laurie McKenna, now 19.
He took the girls on an impromptu tour of the
Carolands Chateau, a deserted 92-room mansion also
called the Colby Mansion. He tricked them into going
into an underground vault.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate on Wednesday
overwhelmingly repelled the first attack by Republican
conservatives on the U.S.-Soviet medium-range missile
treaty.
The Senate voted 91-6 to shelve a bid by Sen. Jesse
Helms, R-N.C., to stop debate on the treaty on grounds
that Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev was not duly
authorized to sign it.
The Senate’s rejection of that claim was the first test
vointermediate-range Nuclear Forces or INF Treaty.
The treaty would ban all U.S. and Soviet missiles with
ranges of 300 to 3,400 miles.
Gorbachev’s signature was invalid, Helms claimed,
because he signed as general secretary of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, not as a duly authorized rep
resentative of the Soviet state.

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. officials say Kremlin
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev may withdraw 50,000 to
1(X),000 troops from Eastern Europe this year in a bid to
win support for a new round of East-West negotiations
on conventional forces.

Awards
given for
cultural
donations
By T rida Higgins
s ta ff W rite r

There are those who appreciate
symphonies, the theater and
other artistic performances, and
there are those who are so in
volved with planning and prepar
ing these events that it becomes
a full-time job.
Cal Poly alumni Gerry and
Peggy Peterson received awards
recognizing their continuous
contributions to the cultural en
vironment of Cal Poly and San
Luis Obispo. The awards were
given at the Cal Poly Artsalute
last month, a benefit for the Cal
Poly Center for the Arts.
The Petersons, residents of
San Luis Obispo County since
1947, received the first Presi
dent’s Award from Cal Poly
President Warren Baker, an
award which will be presented
annually. They have supported
the art community since 1948,
contributing to activities ranging
from rodeos to symphonies.
“ Whenever there was an op
portunity to help the community
grow, we have done so,” Peggy
said. “ Giving to the community
See ART, page 11
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A unilateral Soviet withdrawal of that scale would
have “ little impact strategically” said a U.S official. But
the political payoff could be immense in Western
Europe, where polls show great enthusiasm for Gor
bachev’s foreign and domestic policies.
U.S. officials trying to anticipate Gorbachev’s summit
strategy have also detected hints that he will suggest a
fifth summit meeting before Reagan leaves office in
eight months. The projected sites are Vienna or
Budapest.

JOBS!
JOBS!
JOBS!

X.

Come to the Job Fair Monday, May 23
10 am-2 pm in Ghumash Auditorium. Over 70
different employers with jobs. Check the Placement
Center for further details. Here are some of the
employers represented:
AC & S
Action Day Nursery/Primary Plus
Admail Express, Inc.
Bookcrafters
California Labels, Inc.
Call America Business
Communications Corp.
Censtor Corporation
Commercial Mechanical Service
Continental Grain Co.
Critchfield Mechanical Inc.
Deluxe Check Printers
Executive Systems
Feola/Deenihan Partnership, Inc.
Genetech. Inc.

McClellan Air Force Base
Georgia-Pacific Corporation
Glenn, Burdette, Phillips & Booker Moore Business Forms
& Systems Division
Golden State Nursery, Inc.
National Semi Conductor
Gould, Inc., NAVCOM Systems
Navy Engineering Program
Division
Nexon Corporation
Hammarberg Herman Johnson
Arnold & Close Architechs, Inc.
Oki Nursery
Hertz Equipment Rental
Penhall Company
Hewlett Packard
Pioneer Motor
H.J. Heinz Co.
Bearing Company
IBIS
Pizza Hut of America
IBM
Pocino, Inc.
Internal Revenue Service
Radionics, Inc.
K Mart Apparel
Ransco Industries, Inc.
Litton Computer Services

1. Dress professionally to schedule
afternoon interviews.
2. Bring many copies of your resume.
3. Talk to as many employers as you
wish (no advance sign-ups required)

FtobertBein, William
Frost&Associates
Santa Barbara
Cellular Systems
Senoo Products Ins
Singer CompanyLibrasoope Division
State Fanri Mutual
Auto Insurance Co.
Sundslrand Aviation'
Operations
W blffiang/
Christopher
Architects, he.
Zilog

Check the Placement Center for job listings.
There will also be other unpublicized opportunties available. Come by and see what is
available.
Job seeking will NEVER be easier!
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Council votes to cut trees to widen Madonna
By Karen N . Smyth
s ta ff W rite r

The San Luis Obispo City Council is
calling for the removal of trees along a
frontage road to allow for the widening of
Madonna Road.
The trees will be removed from the
CalTrans frontage of Madonna Road as it
approaches Higuera Street to permit one
lane for right turns and two for left turns,
the council decided on a 4-to-l vote.
Before making their decision, councilmembers reviewed three other alter
natives. The staff report, however,
recommended a full project calling for a
complete widening, tree removal and the
installation of sidewalks. Other alter

natives called for no widening, or widening
and moving the sidewalk behind the trees.
Although the last alternative would
have saved the trees and allowed for ade
quate handling of the vehicle and
pedestrian traffic, CalTrans owns the land
where the sidewalk would go. CalTrans
had told city staff members that it would
oppose sale of the property.
The approved plan was seen as having
the primary advantage of providing for
traffic needs now and in the future. It also
takes advantage of a right-of-way, for
which the city has already spent $50,000.
The trees will be replaced with land
scaping in the form of smaller trees,
flowering plants and shrubbery.
Councilmember Peg Pinard was opposed

THOMAS P. BARRY, M.D.
is pleased to announce
the opening of his
office fo r the practice
of
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to the action and said the council should
hold off from any tree removal in the in
terest of landscaping. Councilmember
Allen Settle said the issue was a matter of
“ health, safety and welfare” and that
there was no other choice.
In other action, the council decided to
review and consider the 1988-1989 annual
budget. Director of Finance William
Statler said the city’s financial position
continues to one of “ health but not
wealth.” Statler said the proposed budget
for 1988-89 builds from the groundwork
set forth in the last plan, and reflects only
modest changes.
Statler said the primary changes were
the review and adoption of a fire master
plan, a five-year police services plan and

an airport area specific plan. Also included
was a “ Park and Open Space Element.”
According to the staff report from Com
munity Development Director Michael
Multari, the element will provide for “ an
open space component addressing open
areas for scenic, passive recreation and
habitat protection purposes.” The staff
requested that $144,700 be allocated for
the this purpose.
Another primary change from the last
budget called for continued support for
the Cal Poly liaison committee to improve
community-university relations.
Statler said the proposed budget is
strongly supportive of all of the council’s
major goals.

Demand for life- saving organs
spurs Poly, UCSB donor drive
By Brenda Suppanz
s ta ff W rite r

Students at Cal Poly and U.C.
Santa Barbara have organized an
Organ Donar Card Drive this
week to make students aware
that organs are much needed for
transplants in order to save lives.
Brian Ternan, a member of
Alpha Upisolon fraternity, orga
nized the event at Cal Poly along
with a friend who attends UCSB.
“ We got 3,000 organ donor cards
from the DMV ... and decided to
just pass them out on campus,”
Ternan said. He and fraternity
members planned to pass the
cards out in the University
Union.
One of the reasons he became
involved with the donor card
drive, Ternan explained, is that
he has a cousin who possibly
needs a kidney transplant.
“ I just think it’s something so

OPEN HOUSE & FREE GIFT OFFER
When You Visit Our Model Apartment
GROUPS OF 3 OR 4:
FREE $5.00 certificate good at
Woodstock's Pizza.
BY YOURSELF OR WITH A FRIEND:
Get a FREE medium yogurt from the
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■ All Private Bedrooms
■ Quiet & Secure Surroundings
■ Ample Parking/Friendly Staff
LEASING OFFICE OPEN DAILY
9am-7pm Mon-Fri/10am-7pm Sat-Sun
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Pursuant to tha Uniform Anatomical Qlft Act.
I haraby givs, affactiva upon my daath:
A ______Any needed organ or parts
B______Parts or organs listed

_________

Signature of Donor
DATE
D L -2 9 0 (R E V

7/85)

C lip out th is donor card, sign it, and fa s te n It to tha
back of your driver’s license if you w ish to d o n ate your
org ans upon your d eath .

simple and so easy but at the
same time, it’s so vital ... I can’t
find any reason to not do it.
When you’re dead, you don’t
have any need for the organs any
more,” he said.
Pointing out that there is a
great demand for organs, Ternan
quoted some statistics from the
American Council for Transplan
tation. He said that the demand
in America for people awaiting
organs includes: 300 hearts, 400
livers, 5,000 corneas and 9,000
kidneys. He added that accor
ding to the Regional Organ Pro
curement Agency at U.C.L.A.,
from San Luis Obispo to San
Diego there is a need for 30
hearts, 31 livers and 750 kidneys.
Concerning the outcomes of
transplant operations, Ternan
said, “ The cornea is considered
routine. The other ones have
become highly successful.”
He said factors contributing to
whether or not someone’s organ
can be transplanted include the
donor’s age, body size and blood
type. “ The odds are against peo
ple ever being used as a donor,”
he said, “ because the situation
has to be perfect.” Also, the
organ must be removed within
six hours, or else it will die.
Because the conditions must
be ideal for a successful
transplant, Ternan said he be
lieves the best way to provide
the needed organs is to increase
the amount of volunteers.
However, there are some
reasons why people are afraid to

donate their organs, Ternan said,
To people who are concerned
about whether or not it would
jeopardize their chances of living,
Ternan said that there is no way
someone’s organs can be used
unless they are pronounced dead.
No one associated with the organ
transplants is authorized to
make that judgment, he said,
pointing out that the only
transplant that can be performed
from a living person is, “ if you
donate a kidney to a family
member.”
Another concern people may
have is that their family
members may not be comfortable
donating their loved one’s
organs. To this Ternan said that
“ if your parents or family are
really against it, they can veto.”
Ternan also explained that the
donor’s body will not be dis
turbed much. “ One girl said she
did not want her body mangled
when she died, but they don’t do
that. They take your organ and
sew you back up just like a nor
mal operation.”
Pointing out that profits can
not be made through organ
transplants, he assured that,
“ No one is allowed to sell them.”
The DMV encourages the use
of donor cards by sending one
with every license renewal, Ter
nan said. All a person has to do if
they want to participate is fill
out the donor card and stick it to
the back of his driver’s license. A
small sticker is placed on the
See DONOR, back page
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T here are other altern atives
But to some troubled students, suicide seems only answer
By Karin Holtz
College is a time for people to find
themselves and establish a balance in life.
But some never find that balance and end
up losing themselves in the struggle.
Death is tragic. Suicide can be more
tragic, because it didn’t have to be; it was
a choice. And when the person who has
committed it was a young college student
who had yet to realize his potential, the
tragedy seems to compound itself.
Fred Cutter, a doctor of psychology who
wrote the book The Suicide Prevention
Triangle, estimates that nationwide, 15
percent of college students less than 25
years old have attempted suicide. He said
about one person actually commits suicide
for every 40 people who attempt.
Cutter said a survey on youth suicide
conducted by the Center for Disease Con
trol found that 27.8 per 100,000 men aged
20-24 committed suicide between 1970 and
1980. For the same age group, 3.1 per
100,000 women killed themselves.
Twenty-one suicides occurred within the
student population in the California State
University system over the last three
years, according to a survey on student
suicide completed in March. Of these,
three were from Cal Poly. Attempted
suicides were reported of another 84 stu
dents in the system, 29 from Cal Poly.
These statistics may be higher because of
ten schools may never know that a stu
dent has committed suicide if it happens
Yamada said reasons for college suicide
at break or if the information is not for
mainly stem from coping with the transi
warded for some other reason.
in
Kerry Yamada, director of the Counsel tion between dependence and
dependence.
ing Center, said he assumes that the
number of Cal Poly suicides is probably
“ When that transition period occurs, the
lower than the number at a more urban
college period, (students) experience
school like UCLA or Cal State Northridge
things that they may have been protected
because students at an urban school may
from to some extent previously,” he said.
experience different kinds of pressures,
He said that some students sometimes
like congestion and heavy traffic. He said
overemphasize certain things in their
there are also more distractions in more lives, and that “ people who get so involvurban areas, and “ any distraction, if you
__________ ,
ed (with one thing) in a
exaggerate it, can be a
way that it becomes an
distraction away from
*Making ...
obsession with them can
schoolwork, which might
be in danger.”
in
tu r n
b ecom e
a
decisions can
For example, he said an
pressure.”
be different fo r
in c o m in g
fre sh m a n
Joan Cirone, nursing
rushing
a
fraternity
or so
supervisor at the Health
some
people
if
rority may get overinvolv
Center, said college stu
ed and lose perspective,
dents struggle with three
parents have
thinking it would be the
developmental tasks, and
(made)
deci
end of the world if he or
problems with these are
she doesn’t get in.
usually the reasons for
sions all the
Whatever the reason a
student suicide.
time fo r a stu
person becomes suicidal,
The first task is to
there is one trait all
develop autonomy, Cirone
dent.
Then
a
suicidal people have in
said.
common, Yamada said.
“ Making
independent
student comes
“ If you cut across all the
decisions can be difficult
here and is ...
reasons and you ask what
for some people if parents
is the single ingredient
have been making deci
overwhelmed ..."
that makes them go from
sions all the time for a
being
OK to not being OK,
student,” she said. “ Then
—Joan Cirone
I
think
you’ll find that
a student comes here and
people who commit suicide
they are just kind of
see that there is no option left.”
overwhelmed with all that they have to do
Everyone has felt down'when tomorrow
and all they have to decide for
doesn’t look all that good, Yamada said.
themselves.”
“ If you push on that even further, where
Developing mature,interpersonal rela
they say nothing they can do will make
tionships is the second task, Cirone said.
But some people develop immature rela any difference in their life, then you can
tionships instead, and losethemselves in understand the dynamics involved (with a
them. Problems arise “ if there is an im suicidal person),” he said. “ When they feel
mature interpersonal relationship and it that there is no option left, whether it’s
creates stress in the relationship, and all true or not, then maybe an escape is the
this time you’ve been going with the per only thing they can think of. Escape
would be a final escape in this sense.”
son you closed off the rest of your life,”
Yamada said the same idea also applies
she said. If the couple has a fight and one
to
people who attempt suicide just to get
of them decides to end the relationship,
the other one will feel that person was his attention. In cases of these attention-get
or her whole world and now that world is ting gestures, he said, “ They see no other
way of getting attention. They don’t see
gone.
The last task is to develop purpose, the options. They don’t see that they can
Cirone said. At this time a student decides act or do things differently.”
Chuck Floyd, a crisis worker at the
on life goals, a value system, and personal
morals. If someone finds themselves ac County Mental Health Department, said
ting contrary to what they believe in, suicidal people cannot bounce back from
because of peer pressure for instance, setbacks and have lost perspective on life
self-esteem can be lost, with a devastating because they have a personality disorder
which causes them to see everything in
effect.
Development in all of these areas “ can black and white. These people are more at
be a struggle for some people if they don’t risk when a problem comes up because
have good coping skills, ... a good sense of they cannot see the gray zone. There are
identity, and a good feeling about no maybes, ifs, ands or buts; life is either
good or bad, not anything in between.
themselves,” Cirone said.

Even if these personality traits are not
recognized by others, there are other clues
that a person may be suicidal.
Barbara Brady, a licensed psychologist,
said the warning signals that people
should pay attention to are “ if a person
hints around, saying things like ‘You
know, 1 don’t think 1 want to be around’ ...
or if a person starts giving away things.
If they’re depressed, and they have pro
blems and they also start giving away
things, they’re starting to get things set
up so they can die.

mosphere to help them, Yamada said. If
someone who is confronting a very anx
ious person becomes nervous himself, then
he is not going to be helpful, said Yamada.
But if a calm atmosphere can be created,
the suicidal person may in turn calm
down, he said.
Cirone said a suicidal person needs to
gain perspective, and other people can aid
them.
“ Help the person see that there are
other things out there and that life can be
more joyful,” Cirone advised.
Usually people are suicidal for only
“ Sometimes a person has been depress
short periods of time, according to Floyd.
ed for a long time. Right before they
They just need to make it through the
commit suicide, they’ll actually appear to
tough period and things will change
be less depressed because
___________^ around.
they feel they’re getting
Brady said, “ The sad
out of it.”
thing about it is so much
(f
... I think it's
If a person thinks a
of the time it’s something
friend may be suicidal, he
that could turn around.
wise to just
or she should be intrusive,
I’ve seen people that are
said Cirone.
say *Hey, you
just devastated over a
“ Anytime you see any
girlfriend or boyfriend
seem kind o f
change in behavior in
breaking up with them.
someone you know, I think
They think they’ll never
sad. A m i
it’s wise to just say ‘Hey,
have anyone again and
wrong about
you seem kind of sad. Am
three months later they’re
I wrong about that?’ and
dating someone they think
that ' The per
just get a feel for that,”
they might be in love with.
she said. “ The person may
son may just
And if you kill yourself
put up their honor and
when you’re wiped out you
say ... "No, no,
ju s t
say
‘ N o,
no,
don’t give yourself a
everything’s fine.’ And
chance.”
everything's
you just say, ‘Well, I do
Floyd said there is hope
fin e.' And you
care.’ Let them know that
of turning around suicidal
you’re there to help.”
people because most of
just say, 'Well,
Yamada said a discus
them do not want to die.
sion with the person may
I do care.'
Suicidal people are am
reveal how serious the
bivalent. Part of them
—Joan Cirone
problem is.
wants to live and part
“ If you listen and they
wants to die. Counselors
talk, then they’re still
work to try to reach that
grasping at something,” he said. “ If you
part that wants to live.
start talking about options and they ac
But for some, suicide is a viable option,
tually listen and say ‘Maybe I should try
Floyd said. They methodically and
that,’ that’s a good clue. Any indication
systematically go about committing
that they would be willing to follow
suicide. Chronic depression has worn down
through, including getting help for
the part of them that wants to live.
themselves, is also a good sign. But if you
Most of society does not accept suicide
make suggestions and they turn you off as a viable option, Floyd said, but at the
completely by saying ‘I’ve tried that and
same time society is set up in a way that
it doesn’t work. Nothing’s going to work
doesn’t seem to always discourage suicide.
for me anyway.
Nobody cares,’ and
“ People don’t prioritize personal rela
they’re not responding, that’s not a good
tionships enough. They need to put
sign.
themselves out there for others, but many
“ At some point in time you have to don’t want to get involved with other
make a decision whether you’re making
people’s problems,” Floyd said.
enough points to hang on to that, or
Brady said, “ I had a client one time who
you’ve lost something and you need to get
had said somebody was kind of reaching
help. In most instances, I tell people don’t out to her. He was just making small talk
fool around with this too long. The risk is with her just about ‘Oh, how did you do on
too high.”
the test ... ’ She said ‘Gosh, he just wanted
If the person is still responding, then it
to talk and I knew it and I didn’t talk with
is necessary to create the right athim and he killed himself.’ ”
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Wheelmen to host collegiate cycling nationals
Road race, criterium, time
trial on tap this weekend
By Terry Lightfoot
s ta ff W rite r

For the first time ever, a na
tional collegiate cycling race will
be held in San l,uis Obispo this
weekend, hosted by the Cal Poly
Wheelmen.
The 1988 Collegiate Road
C'hampionships will be the first
race at Cal Poly to match cyclists
from five regions of the country,
.leb Thornburg, president of the
Wheelmen, said 25 teams and 49
individual qualifiers will repre
sent more than 110 colleges and
universities from five conferences
around the country.
“ We’re getting registration
forms from more teams every
day,” he said.
The teams will consist of five
men and three women qualifying
through conference champion
ships. Individuals not on quali
fying teams will also be selected
at the various conference cham
pionships.

Representing the Wheelmen
are Craig Anderson, Michael
B ennett, Robert
E nzerink,
Angelo Guinasso, Chris Pappas,
Sheldon Smith, Mindy Trask and
Elizabeth Vanderliet.
Thornburg said the race will
bring all the regions together and
help solidify cycling as a national
sport.
The racing starts Saturday at
noon with the Crestón Road
Race, which consists of two laps
around a 32-mile course. On
Sunday there will be an 11-milc
team time trial near Cuesta Col
lege at 9 a.m., followed by the
main event — the Criterium — on
the Cal Poly campus beginning
at 1 p.m.
The Cal Poly Wheelmen sub
mitted a bid in November ex
pressing interest in hosting the
race. In February, the United
S tates
C o lleg iate
Cycling
See WHEELMEN, page 7
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Dormies beware:
Parking restricted
for bicycle race

_ É

Student access to the park
ing lots behind the North
Mountain and red brick dorms
wilt be restricted Sunday as
the national collegiate cycling
championship criterium will be
held on campus.
Entry and exit to the park
ing lots will be via Poly Can
yon Road only.
The criterium loop runs
down Deer Road (the road be
tween Vista Grande restaurant
and Tenaya Hall), right on
Grand
Avenue,
right
on
Perimeter Road, right on the
road between Santa Lucia Hall
and Lassen Hall, and right on
Klamath Road until it meets
Deer Road.
Representing Cal Poly in the 1988 Collegiate Road Championships are
Mindy Trask, Sheldon Smith, Chris Pappas, Robert Enzerink, Angelo
Guinasso, Michael Bennett, Elizabeth Vanderliet and Craig Anderson.

5 ball players named all-CCAA
Four Mustang baseball players
were named to the all-conference
first team, while another was
named to the second team, it was
announced Wednesday.
Pitchers Erik Bratlien and Lee
Hancock, first baseman Pat Kir
by and outfielder Rich Shepperd
were chosen for the first team,
while catcher Doug Noce was
named to the second team. The
teams were chosen by the CCAA
coaches.
Bratlien, a senior righthander.

set a Cal Poly strikeout record
this season with 140, and tied the
single-season record for wins
with his 10-7 mark.
Hancock, a junior lefthander,
finished his season with a 2.62
ERA while striking out 117. His
record: 7-9.
Shepperd, a junior, was a
strong hitter for the Mustangs
this season. He led the team in
home runs, with 7, and in RBIs,
with 51, and he finished the
season hitting better than .360.

Kirby, a sophomore, played on
ly half the season for the
Mustangs. He hit nearly .370 in
conference play while driving in
26 runs.
And Noce, also a sophomore,
batted .315 for Cal Poly with one
home run.
Cal Poly finished its season
with a 28-26 overall record —
16-14 in CCAA — and one game
short of being chosen for the
NCAA playoffs.
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22 track athletes competing
at nationals in Texas
Meet winds up Saturday night
By Kelley Cummins
s ta ff W rite r

The upper crust of Cal Poly’s
men’s and women’s track teams
is competing at the NCAA Divi
sion 11 nationals in Texas this
week.
Twenty-two of Cal Poly’s finest
track athletes are now in San
Angelo, Texas, for the meet,
which will end Saturday.
The women’s team has won
four national championships, but
this year’s title is expected to go
to defending champion Abeline
Christian, according to women’s
head coach Lance Harter.
Mustangs Teena Colebrook
and Lesley White are favored for
at least one national champion
ship.
Colebrook is the defending
champion of both the 800-meter
and the 1,500-meter events. She
set an NCAA Division 11 record
in the 1,500-meters last year at
4:14.77, and her season best

mark in the 800-meters is better
than her winning time last year.
She will compete in both
events in this meet.
White holds the CCAA title in
the 5,000-meters, and is the
defending NCAA Division 11
champion in the event. She will
also compete in the 10,000meters.
Aeron Arlin will run the 800meters with Colebrook, while
Sydney Thatcher will compete in
the 1,500-meters.
Mustang Amanda Marks will
join White in both events, and
teammate Sherry Minkler will
compete in both the 3,000-meters
and the 5,000-meters.
Freshman Gina Albanese will
run the 400-meter intermediate
hurdles, and then teams with
Colebrook, Arlin and Angela Lee
in the 1,600-meter relay. Lee will
also enter the long jump com
petition.
Cal Poly’s Melissa White will
throw the discus and the javelin

at nationals, while teammate
Celeste Paquette will toss the
shot put.
M en’s head coach Tom
Henderson said his team’s feel
ing coming into the meet is one
of “ going for the gold. The team
feels great. Everything is falling
into place. We’re ready to do it.’’
In fact, there is a high possibil
ity that many of the individual
competitors will place between
first and eighth place, which
would make them 1988 allAmericans.
“ The team here (in Texas) is
the backbone. Everyone has a
good chance to make the finals
and score. This is what we’ve
been working toward all year ...
It’s finally here,’’ said Hender
son.
He added there were several
impressive Cal Poly athletes who
should place quite well in their
events.
Mike Livingston has not only
qualified for two events but has

the fastest times in both the
10.000- and 5,000-meter races.
“ To qualify in two events is
great but to have such a high
standing, now, that’s very im
pressive,’’ Henderson said.
Star pole vaulter Steve Hor
vath is also coming into the na
tional track meet with the
highest qualifing mark in the
event.
Another top-seeded athlete is
Chris Craig — ranked third in the
10.000- meters.
Other athletes who will be
competing this week at nationals
in more than one event are Mike
King running in both the 400meter intermediate hurdles and
the 1,600-meter relay. Reggie
Johnson will compete in both the
400-meter sprint and the 1,600-

BANTHON y £ tCOM pan y

Utah is chasing its first NBA
title.
Michael Cooper, the Lakers’
super sub who had been held
without a field goal for the
game’s first 47 minutes, hit the
winning shot, a jumper from near
the top of thtry, with seven se
conds remaining in Game 5.
“ They are one of the grittiest
teams I have played against
since I’ve been with the Lakers,’’
said Cooper, who has been in the
league since 1978. “ They just
keep battling back.’’

J

Association and the Wheelmen
finalized the bid and prepara
tions began for the event,
Thornburg said.
Housing for the cyclists will be
available at the Camp San Luis
National Guard Facility. The
camp will serve as the race
headquarters, providing orienta
tion, food, updated race results,
first aid, bike shop, entertain
ment and a Sunday evening
awards banquet.
Thornburg said the camp
resembles an “ Olympic Village.”
The event will be aired on
COMCAST cable network in Los
Angeles and some other in
dependent television stations in
California.
More than 10,000 spectators
are expected at the Criterium on
Sunday.
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James Worthy led the Lakers
with 27 points. Byron Scott con
tributed 24 and Magic Johnson
had 20 points and 13 assists.
Thurl Bailey topped the Jazz
with 28 points, while Karl
Malone had 27 points and 16 re
bounds.

674 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo, California 93401
805-544-8988.
Ik sl
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From page 6

meter relay.
Rudy Huber and Brian Strieff
complete the 1,600-meter team
for the Mustangs.
Also competing in the pole
vault will be Todd Arnett, Steve
Williams and Steve Toney.
Michael Miner will race in the
steeple chase, and Brant Warren
will throw the javelin.
“ We are all seated very well
coming into the meet. These
guys are the top bunch to begin
with,’’ Henderson said.
The team also has a chance to
place in the overall team score.
Henderson said, “ If we have a
very good meet then the team
can place in the top five. If
everything goes perfect, who
knows. We’re trying to get a
good team score.’’

i

Laker’s Magic: Too much Jazz for Utah ?
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — beat the Nuggets at Dallas.
If seventh games in those
The Los Angeles Lakers, ac
series
are necessary, they would
customed to enjoying the NBA
playoffs, have a chance to end be played Saturday at In
the Utah Jazz’s frivolity in the glewood, Calif., and at Denver.
“ We have a chance to close it
postseason competition Thurs
on Thursday that we want to
day night.
The Lakers, seeking to become take advantage of,’’ said Pat
the first team to win consecutive . Riley, the Lakers’ coach since
league championships since the early in the 1981-82 season.
“ I know what our team is
Boston Celtics won their second
in a row in 1968-69 and aiming to made of and we are not going to
capture their fifth title during lie down and die, not going to
the 1980s, lead the Jazz 3-2 in give up,’’ said Utah guard John
their best-of-seven Western Con Stockton, who scored 23 points
and tied a playoff record with 24
ference semifinal series.
They can end the Jazz’s season assists in Tuesday night’s 111109 loss. “ It’s too much fun in
and advance to the conference
the
playoffs.
finals by beating Utah in Game 6
“ Whether we win or lose, this
at Salt Lake City.
has
been the most fun experience
The other Western Conference
semifinal series also could end for me since I’ve been playing
Thursday night, if the Dallas basketball. Nothing can compare
Mavericks, leading Denver 3-2, to it.’’
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Student tries to ‘ACE’ entrepreneur club at Cal Poly
Difficulty in restarting organization plagues
his efforts, but Brown is confident it will fly
By Jenny Lampman
s t a ff W rite r

Starting a club on campus is
much like starting a business,
especially if it’s the Association
of Collegiate Entrepreneurs, bet
ter known as ACE.
Mark Brown, entrepreneur and
engineering technology student,
is trying to restart an ACE
organization on campus which
existed two years ago but has
since diminished.
ACE is a non-profit corpora

»

tion which works with students
in 50 states and 23 countries and
helps
bring
together
the
resources and information of the
entrepreneurially minded. Its
headquarters is in Wichita, Kan
sas. Through international and
regional conferences, quarterly
newspapers and an electronic
networking service, ACE repre
sents more than 250 universities
throughout the world.
“ It’s all about promoting en
trepreneurship. I’m trying to get
members who are really interest

Quality Living For Students
Studios, One Bedroom or 2 Bedroom
•
•
•
•
•

Completely Furnished or Unfurnished
Large Private Patios and Balconies
Reserved Private Parking
Free Cable TV
Within Easy Walking Distance to Cal Poly

^A L «M A R
APARTM ENTS

•

For best choice reserve now for Fall
Very reasonable Summer rates
Unique storage option plan available

1230 M urray St., SLO (805)543-5224 or 543-9119

ed in being an
e n tre p re n e u r ,”
sa id
B ro w n .
“ It’s a base
location to in
term ingle and
share ideas, we
don’t take hands
an d
g u id e
them.’’
Brown joined
an entrepreneur
club at Cal Poly
two years ago
which merged
with the ACE
f.r
organization last
winter quarter.
“ There were
about
60
members then,’’
sa id
B ro w n .
6 .«
“ Most of them
graduated in the
A C E is ‘ a b a s e l o c a t i o n t o i n t e r m i n g l e
spring and it
a n d s h a r e i d e a s , w e d o n 't t a k e h a n d s
eventually faded
a n d g u id e th e m .’
out.’’
Bu‘ restarting
— M a rk B ro w n
the club hasn’t
been all that
easy.
“ I had some members working displayed the word Poly Royal
with me at the beginning of this enough,’’ and he inevitably lost
year to get things moving along, money, he said.
There is also a lack of knowl
but they got too busy and in
edge
about the existence of the
volved with other things,’’ said
club.
Brown.
“ They recently had a con
He also tried to promote the
club during Poly Royal but ran ference (Innovation and En
out of resources. Coca-Cola was trepreneurship conference last
going to provide Brown with a Friday) and the people putting it
booth but backed out at the last on didn’t even realize there was
ever such a club existing,’’ said
minute, he said.
“ 1 sold T-shirts and got a lot of Brown.
Another problem with restar
compliments but I don’t think I
ting the club is the misconcep
tion that there is a lucrative
amount of money at the disposal
of the members. Brown said.
“ We have to pull all our own
resources, and invest time,’’ said
Brown.
One thing about the club that
distinguishes it from most other

Rubes'

Cal Poly clubs is that any profits
that are made are equally split
between the members and not
put into a fund. Members of the
club are also eligible to enter
contests that are sponsored by
ACE. The group that enters the
best entrepreneurial business
plan can win $1,000.
Brown would like to see his
club interface with the A.merican
Marketing
Association,
the
marketing club and the financing
clubs.
“ They’re all facets of en
trepreneurship,’’ he said. “ If we
could connect, we could use all
the information to implement
ideas.’’
He has spoken with an ACE
member at the University of
California at Santa Barbara who
was interested in combining the
two ACE clubs. The ACE club at
U.C. Santa Barbara has 29
members.
Members of the ACE organiztion are called “ ACE pups’’
because all of the members are
less than 30 years old.
“ A lot of the ACE members
are pretty prestigious,’’ said
Brown.
Famous ACE members include
Debbi Fields, 29, president of
Mrs. Fields Chocolate Chippery
whose 1984 revenues amounted
to $45 million and Brett Davis,
26, the chairman of Stockton
Savings Assciation who started
the firm at the age of 24. Its rev
enues in 1984 were $215 million.
Brown has delved into his own
entrepreneural career since he’s
been at school and is always in
search of new ideas. Two years
ago he worked with HewlettPackard on implementing a
customer-service plan in San
Luis Obispo. “ It could have got
ten off the ground but never
did,’’ he said. “ If I would have
known more about the financing
it would have. You really learn
by your mistakes and there’s
that 1 percent of ideas that work
and that’s what I’m looking for.’’

By Leigh Rubin

\

DON'T WLL PEOPLE
PE0PL£ k il l p e o p l e

Our trucks can handle som e of the world’s
most priceless possessions.
At R\'dcr, we know your Ixilongings can be serious stuff. Maybe
that's why so many students move with us.
We've got sturdy, dependable trucks in all sizes. Many are auto
matics, with power steering, air conditioning and FM on top of the AM.
Plus, R\der can help witli ever\ihing from moving equipment to
tips on how to use it.
So call Ryder. We ll help make sure you hold on to some of your
most precious memories.

Call your local Ryder dealer
for special student rates
Trett's Chevron
W e ’re th e re at e v e ry turn.'"'
3180 Broad St.
544-0733
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The four-legged homeless
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Pets have chance
for humane adoption
By Jenny Lampman
staff V\^riter

t may seem cruel and inhumane, but Cal Poly stu
dents do it every year, especially at the end of spring
quarter.
Hundreds of pets are expected to be abandoned by
students graduating or going home for the summer.
“ Right after spring quarter we are on daily calls to go
pick up dogs and cats and other pets that have been
abandoned,” said Bob Dollahite, county animal regula
tion director.
Last spring quarter 350 animals were left homeless by
students, 180 of them were left on the streets, in houses
and dorms. The rest were either left at the Woods
Humane Society and the county animal shelter or an un
fortunate few were run over, eaten by larger animals or
starved to death.
Due to the publicity on abandoned pets, the numbers
have been decreasing, according to Dollahite. “ But we’re
looking to further decrease the problem and eventually
bring it to a stop,” said Dollahite.
He advises anyone who has a pet he knows he cannot
keep to either bring it to Woods Humane Society or to
the county pound at no charge. Or, he can contact the
Action for Animal Rights in Atascadero, which places
pets in new homes.
“ Just bring it to us, tell us a little bit about its history
and it will have a much better chance of getting adopted
than an animal we pick up and know nothing about,”
said Dollahite.
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The other option is to give about a 30-day notice to the
Action for Animal Rights and they can usually find a
new home for the pet, he said.
Woods Humane Society, which receives about 30 per
cent of their animals from students who abandon them,
keeps animals that once had owners and try to find new
homes for them. The county pound handles animal con
trol and takes in animals with unknown owners.

Last spring stu d en ts left
m ore th an 350 an im als
h o m eless, m any of w hich
ended up a t th e W oods
H u m an e S o ceity like those
pictured . The D achshund In
th e double-expo sure photo
a t th e bo tto m rig ht co m er
is p ictu red in a ch am b er
w h ere a n im als are put to
sleep.
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From page 1

Japanese Take>out Restaurant
•Soup
•Ric0
•Salad
•Chiclcon Toriyaki
•Eggroli
•Pork Tonkatsu

973 Foothill, SLO suite # 5 ¿ O O O
(Next to Burger King)
V O -T T

c/io 0/1-7/.

four nights a week at This Old
House in San Luis Obispo.
DeMattei, who has been riding
seriously for two years, says it’s
been difficult for her to spend as
much time as she’d like prepar-

Dedare
\^ Q n y )u r
Closd.
F

purchase of
'hZo or more.
You can win the war on dull and drab. Just march on down to Clothestime,
coupon in hand, and pick up reinforcements. Your hangers will thank you.
Your body will thank you. And so will that really cute guy whols probably
too nice to tell you he^ as bored as you are.
OHw vaM Dial May 22,1988 One coupon per customei, please Not vaW with any other otter
No refunds or layaways Exchanges only

Good at San Luis Obispo location only.
Madonna Road, hi Madonna Road Plaza/543-0172

ing for the Trek because teaching
is still her number-one priority.
“ Training for me is just being
able to get on my bike and just
going for a ride,’’ she said.
But riding her Trek Tri-Series
500 bike back and forth from Ar
royo Grande to San Luis Obispo
to teach as well as traversing
parts of Cuesta Grade on her
mountain bike have helped her
begin to get in shape for the
Trek.
Although she hasn’t spent as
many hours riding as some other
cross country participants, she
plans to buckle down with the
notion that more pain while
training in San Luis Obispo will
ultimately mean less pain once
the big ride begins.
Last year, nearly 200 cyclists
raised more than $1 million in
pledges, averaging $6,400 per
person in the first Trans America
Trek.
The upcoming ride is the
larg est c o a st-to -c o a st n o n 
competitive cycling event in the
nation.
The cyclists will ride from
Seattle, through the rugged
Cascade Mountains to Spokane,
northeast across the panhandle
of Idaho to Montana and Glacier
National Park, then over the
Great Plains through North

Dakota and Minnesota.
They’ll continue to Chicago,
through Indiana and Ohio
farmlands, to Pennsylvania, the
Appalachian Mountains, then the
boardwalk in Antiantic City.
Strangly, DeMattei will be the
only participant from the city of
San Luis Obsipo — a community
many cylists like to call home
because of the mild climate and
open roads.
Although she will be joined by
A tascad e ro
resident
Kent
Welden, who she recently met
with to discuss the upcoming
trip, the prospect of cycling,
camping and living with 300
stra n g e rs for seven weeks
doesn’t bother her.
Getting hit by a car or rip
ping out her knee concern her
more, said DeMattei.
She hopes her experience in
science, fixing bicycles and being
trained as an emergency medical
technician will make the Trek
more interesting and safe for
everyone involved, but her
ultimate goal is to reach the East
Coast.
“ To make it and to be alive at
the end is what will make the
whole trip worthwhile,’’ she said.

Queen Victoria says, “ O ff with your head
— Pm reading Mustang Daily!’*_____________

CLUniESTIME
Comfortable clothes. Comfortable prices.

COPIES?
RESUMES?
REPORTS?

Graduated Savings.
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7 7 5 FOOTHILL^ SLO • 5 4 4 - 3 6 2 5
OPEN M-TF1 t o 9 • fri t o 6 • SAT 10-3

next year,
enjoy quiet and privacy at

Last Josten’s sale of the school year
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Reductions
Enlargements
Collating
Stapling

S et Yourself Apart...
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Plus...
□ Typcscttins
□ Camera Work
□ Bindins
□ Transparencies

Las Casitas
DELUXE
ONE
BEDROOM
TOW NHOUSES
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3 b lo c k s fro m c a m p u s

ALL lOK GOLD ALL 14K GOLD ALL 18K GOLD

NOVJ LEASING FOR FALL QUARTER
C A L L 543-2032 for m o re in fo rm a tio n

One week only, save on the gold ring o f your choice. For complete
details, see your Jostens representative at;

May 23-27
9 am - 4 pm
Payment plans available.

JOSTENS
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ART
From page 3
is our measure of love.”
The couple supports the
Mozart Festival, the San Luis
Obispo Symphony and the Cal
Poly Center for the Arts, to name
a few. They also underwrite
musicians and contribute to the
Community Concert series.
‘‘We’re a team, we work
together,” she said. ‘‘It’s a job of

love. I work every day at it.”
She said that Cal Poly is a part
of the San Luis Obispo com
munity and each of them have
something substantial to give to
the other. Cultural events offer
an opportunity for the communi
ty to come together for a com
mon goal, she said.
Peterson, who calls herself ‘‘an
old Poly Dolly,” entered the uni
versity in 1958 after Cal Poly
began to accept women. She ma
jored in social science, received
her teaching credentials and later

Thursday , M a y 19,1988
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obtained a master’s degree in
social science and education.
The Petersons came to San
Luis Obispo from San Diego
after Gerry served in the Navy
during World War II. He was Cal
Poly’s first. electronics student
and later became an instructor
for the electronics department.
He started an amateur radio sta
tion, which is still in operation.
All three of the Petersons’
children and their son-in-law at
tended Cal Poly.
See ART, back page

SPECIAL SUMMER HOUSING OFFER!
We have changed our lease periods leaving
some openings this SUMMER only!
■ Private bedrooms
■ Short-term commitment! June 18- Sept 3, 1988
■ $475 total rent + refundable deposit

Spend a quiet, relaxing summer with us.
Apply today!

Woodside
ARAJRXaCENXS

200N. SANTAROSA, SLO
SanLuisOhispo
544-7007

CLASSIFIKD

*****A.M.A.*****

Just hang loose, just have fun,
sippin’ a drink lyin’ In the sun.
Join us at our annual HAWAIIAN
LUAU this Sat. at Port San Luis
ALL W ELCOME! Starts at 12:30pm.

**SAM**
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MGT
FINAL SPRING TOUR DETAILS AT
THURS MEETING 11AM AG ENG 123
COMING SOON: DICK MASON, FOUNDER
OF RADIO STATION US98.

FMA

Speaker from Mid-State Bank
Tom Riese to speak on Banking,
Credit & Business. Come hear
this great professional
Thurs 11 am Dexter 228

VIMNT A HOT NEW LOOK?

REDKEN LABS NEEDS YOU!
BE PART OF OUR HAIR PROGRAM
MONDAY MAY 23RD DISCOVERY INN
MUST BE WILLING TO PERM OR COLOR
HAIR FOR MORE INFO CALL
1-800-423-3850 OR 818-998-6908

ALPHA PHI’S AND DATES
GET EXCITED FOR FUN AT
CLUB PARADISEII
DELTA SIGMA PHI
WELCOMES 1 HE NEWLY INITIATED
SPRING ’88 CLASS
YOU GUYS DID A GREAT JOB!!!!

Dexter Lawn Bar-B-Q Open to
ALL. Come try an FMA GUT BOMB!
Thurs. 11am on Dexter Lawn $1

JOHN FRIEDRICH
OF BETA THETA PI;
YOUR BIG SIS IS W4TCHIN YOU; BUT
WHO AM I?
TONIGHT YOU’LL KNOW
BY WHAT YOU WEAR,
DARK BLUE IS THE COLOR,
SO DRESS WITH CARE!!

GOLDEN KEY SOCIAL,FreelFreelFree!
Free! Pasta Feed! Thurs 5/19 at 6:30
Avila Yacht Club Bring a Friend!

ORDER OF OMEGA
Congratulates

FMA

STEVE BLAIR
Lambda Chi Alpha
1988 Greek Man of the Year

IT’ers

LAME RESUME?
Be an A.I.P.E. officer next year
Elections this Thursd^ 11 am
GRC Room 106. FOOD!

‘HERE'S TO YOU’
MAKE SOMEONE’S DAY BY SENDING A
LONG LASTING BALLOON BOUQUETI!
13 BALLOONS $11.95 6 FOR $6.00
FREE DELIVERY CALL 544-4759

*** EL/EE ***

BEACH BASH; BBQ & BONFIRE
SAT, MAY 21st, 3:00-9:00
PORT SAN LUIS

FREE FRISBEE! CHEAP THRILLS
RECYCLED RECORDS WILL GIVE A FREE
FRISBEE FOR THE REST OF APRIL TO
ANY POLY STUDENT ASKING FOR ONE.
879 HIGUERA UPSTAIRS.
MU DELTA PHI
HEALTH PROFESSIONS FORUM
Tonight 7-8:30pm Science North 215
Hear from Med, Vet, Dent students!
RENAME THE CAGE!!
The Craft Center is revamping it’s
store & needs a new name for it!
Help us out! Prize will be given.
Details at the Craft Center
SUNGLASSES!! 9 major brands, all
styles. 10% off with a cal poly ID
VUARNET,BUCCI,OAKLEY,SKI-OPTICS,
RAYBAN,HOBIE,GARGOYLE,SUNCLOUD,
MAUI JIMS AND REVOS. The Sea Barn
Avila Beach!! Open 7 days a week
WE STOCK ALL STYLES!!!
THE DEADLWE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD
VANCE.
THE PLASMA BALL IS HERE! WE
ALSO HAVE BLACKLITES, STROBS,
&MORE. THE SUB 879 HIGUERA

KATHRYN
OTOSHl

ORDER OF OMEGA
Congratulates

ELLEN BENNER
AOPi
1988 Greek Woman of the year!!
Sigma Chi

LYNDA HOROWITZ
Your Little Sis loves you!
Who am I???

TIGERS FOLLY-WHAT A BLAST,
WITH 2 PAUL’S WE GOT SMASHED!
PARTYING TIL DAWN WITH AGR’S
W^S SUCH A BALL, YES, DIDN’T
WE HAVE IT ALL?!!
THANX - KRISTIN AND JULIE
To Our AXO dates:
JULIE, DEBBIE AND DE DE
Your DSP men are ready to rage!

(Can you believe it, nun?)
Since our first date at Linnaea’s
a year ago today,
I knew you were the one.

HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY

all my love.
Blue

I whole town to
ju kitten.’_____
LONELY OR BORED OR???
Sign up for a fun craft class in
your UU Craft Center! Try It!!

MICHAEL DOBAK

Happy Birthday-URmyfavrit Love KD

OFFICIAL POLY ROYAL T-SHIRTS
Hanes Quality. Now only $4.50. Just
a few left. Call quick at 543-9389

PLEASE HELP!
I NEED 2 GRADUATION TICKETS
I WILL PAY PLEASE CALL KATIE
541-1673 OR 4Z544-3243
PLEASE! PLEASE! PLEASE! PLEASE!
5 grad tickets just aren’t enough
I just need 2 more. Will give you $
or make cookies in exchange.
Mary 544-3877 call eves.
WANTED: GRAD TICKETS WILL PAY
$$MIKE 541-1518

GUITAR INSTRUCTION 2 FREE LESS
ONS LEARN TO READ MUSIC CONVEN
lENT SLO LOCATION JIM 995-3669

IT’S NEW

DAILY NOW HAS A
YOU TO
SUBMIT CLASSIFIED ADS.
T h e UU INFO DESK NOW HAS A
MUSTANG DAILY DROP BOX T he
T he m u s t a n g

MORE CONVENIENT PLACE FOR

DEADLINE FOR ALL CLASSIFIED ADS

ASI Films Presents:

THE MISSION
Fri. 5/20, 7 & 9;30pm
Chumash Aud. $1.50

CAMPUS STORE SPRING FLING
SWEEPSTAKES
WIN $$$$ IF YOU’RE GRADUATING
YOU COULD WIN $100! DRAWING IS
MAY 20th-COME BY FOR DETAILS
Ever Done it on a Pool Table ?

Rec Sports Billiards Tournament
Sat. May 21 10am.8-ball, Dbl Elim.
Sign up in the Rec Sports Office

pianist LIZ STORY
in concert Sat. May 21
tickets in U.U. Box office
sponsored by
ASI FINE ARTS COMMITTEE

CAT FOUND-’SADIE’ ON COLLAR
TAN W/ STRIPES FOUND AT POLY
CALL GRACE 544-9963

CASH FOR YOUR EXTRA GRAD
TICKET PLEASE CALL 756-3511
CASH PAID FOR FURNITURE AND OTHER
ITEMS OF VALUE CALL ROD 546-8107
GRAD TICKETS WANTED!
$$ NEG TOM 541-6958
GRAD TICKETS-3 NEEDED!
CALL BETSY 543-4648 WILL PAY!
GRANDMOTHER NEEDS GRADUATION
TICKETS!!! WILL PAY!! 543-8534
I NEED 2 GRAD TICKETS WILL PAY
GOOD PRICE. CALL KELLY 528-5210.
I NEED GRAD TICKETS WILL PAY $
CALL 544-2297 TERRY
I NEED GRAD-TICKETS!
WILL PAY $$$! CALL 543-5438

VIDEO PRODUCTION UNIT OF COMMUNICA
TIONS SERVICES, NEED PART-TIME STUD
ENT ASSISTANTS FOR OCCASIONAL
WORK.
MUST BE SELF-STARTING, DEPENDABLE
&
DETAIL-ORIENTED. VHS PRODUCTION OR
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIENCE HELPFUL,
BUT
NOT NECESSARY. TO APPLY, COME TO
RM
25 IN THE BASEMENT OF ‘BA&E’ DURING
BUSINESS HOURS.
WANTED:CREATIVE INDIVIDUAL
Must have silkscreening
experience. Setup’own’ business
in Craft Center. Flexible hours,
fun. Apply at ASI BUSINESS OFFICE

2 SCHW INN CRUISER BICYCLES
ALL ALLOY PARTS,TANGE FORKS
HANDBRAKES EXCELLENT CONDIT.
ONLY $12Sea.
CALL 549-9503

IS 10 AM TW O DAYS IN ADVANCE

JUNE GRADUATES:IT’S NOT TOO
LATE TO HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
DONE. REMEMBER YOUR ACHIEVMENT

WITH A SENIOR PORTRAIT
BY DAVID GREY 541-2858 MWF/WEEK
ENDS 6-9PM: NO SITTINGS BOOKED
PAST 5/22/88

544-1305:SR.PROJECTS & RESUMES
HELP WITH GRAMMAR AND SPELLING

GRAD TICKETS

FIVE TICKETS FOR $50 EACH
CONTACT DAVE AT 544-9978 1-4PM
IBM Comp. Digi-mouse with contr.
& clock board. Program Inc. $75
OBO. Craig at 544-2740
MACINTOSH 512 E. WITH HARD DISK
$1500 OBO 481-6035

Academic Ward processing. $1.50/
double-space page. Marcy541-4214

Waterbed wood frame,heater,top
bunk $90 b/o 543-3373

Accurate TYPIST:Corrects All Your
Spell, Punct,Grammar $2pg 543-3764

Waterbed-Super single, six drawers
Headboard with shelves Great cond.
$250-call Lynne 541-3313

EXP Typist with LASER PRINTER
Will also format & laser print
from your IBM comp disc 544-7676
EXPERIENCED CP TYPIST 543-0550
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS,CALL
BONNIE 543-0520, EVES.

has been by girlfriend now for

one whole year

NEED GRAD TICKETS WILL PAY TOP
DOLLAR 549-8043 LVE MESSAGE

I’m still here.For typing you can
trust call Susie. 528-7805 Thanks
LASER PRINTED TYPING

CalLThe Latest Wtord 528-8505

BIKE 18spd SR Semi-pro Extras
Exc Cond 23” $175/offer 544-8365

FOR SALE

CENTURIAN LEMANS RS
RACE BIKE BRAND NEW
$400/OBO, MIKE 541-6721

NEW MOUNTAIN BIKE
Mongoose Pro 19in all chrome
$579 new-will sell for best
offer over $300 541-1766

PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
Call Karen at 544-2692
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona),LASER PRINTER w/100-Ftype fonts,
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591
RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO
BEACH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE
RESUMES-PAPERS-SENIOR PROJECTS
WORD PROCESSING-STUDENT RATES
937-6992 (S.M.) - 7 DAYS/WK

Is it true you can buy Jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142
ext. 8545
VW 72 MUST SELL $500 466-8838
ISUZU 84 P UP $1900 OR OFFER

“ GREAT HOUSE“ 5BDRM OWN $280mo

1 FM NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM IN HOUSE
NEAR DWNTWN 187.50/MO MICRO, DISHW.
WASHER,VCR 544-5468

$10-$600 WEEKLY/UP MAILING
CIRCULARS! RUSH SELF-ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE;DEPT.AN-7CC -BA,
9300 WILSHIRE, SUITE 470,
BEVERLY HILLS. CA 90212
Available student assistant posi
tions summer custodians in dorms
Friday thru Tuesday 7:30 to 4pm
6.00/nr live on campus if desired.
Apply in Housing/Conference or call
756-1586
CRAFT CENTER SUPERVISOR WANTED
Have fun, earn money. Craft type
people apply ASI business office
UU202!Wbrk now and summer for us
also teach a fun craft class here.
Spend a summer in the Southern
Sierra Mountains! Cooks needed
for a summer resident camp. 6/128/28. Experienced helps but hard
workers & enthusiasm most imports nt ingre
dient. Room board salary
Call RossorDebbie James at Jameson
Ranch Camp for info (805)536-8888

NEW CONDO-Sum sublet/or longer.
Furnish, Wash/Dry,Fireplc,Dishwas,
Microwv,cls to Poly-2 spots left
to share rm-$150/mo/ea-Dan 541-8628
OWN ROOM DOWNTOWN 4 SUMMER
$185/MO./NEGOTIABLE 543-5676
OWN ROOM IN FURN. CONDO. F ONLY
NON-SMOKER. CLOSE TO POLY/DWNTN
AVAIL 6/16 & ALSO FOR FALL QTR
$230/MO.& DEPOSIT. CALL KIM AT
544-5136
Own room in house Female only
250 mo/no util. Avail June 12 Call
Karen 543-4264 Micro, Cable, yard
OWN room in house on So. Chorro
with two Engr. Students Quiet
Clean, Fireplace Avail. 4-1-88
270 mo. 549-9265
Responsible F Roomates needed for
SUM SUB LET. Furn 2bed 2bath
spacious condo close to Poly- has
wshr/dryr,garage,dshwshr,micro
$120/mo Please contact Laura
756-4157 or Susie at 756-4245
ROOM AVAIL. NOW IN LARGE HOUSE
225/MON. CALL 544-6288
SUM SUB 1 FM OWN ROOM IN LG,
QUIET HOUSE.$220 544-7156 EVE.
SUMMER SUBLET; OWN ROOM
$150/MO. NEGOTIABLE 543-3943
SUMMER SUBLET!!
$240 FOR SUMMER. CLOSE TO POLY
AND BUS. HUGE ROOM. FEMALE.
CALL 544-0982
YOUR OWN ROOM FOR $8/DAY! female
non-smoker needed$235/month lots of extras! Two
rooms available call! 543-6410

2 bdrm apts. furn or unfurn. 9 month
lease. Pool, Tennis, Free utilities.
Call 544-7772
3 BEDROOM-2 bath spacious apt near
Poly-yard-$900/mo 544-0523-George
3plus BDRM HOUSE Ig bck yard,deck
quiet loc. $775/mo. 543-5229
APT for lease 6-16-88 to 6-15-89,
2 bedrm furn for 4, near Poly,
$560/mo,water,cable,garb Pd.
543-8517 or 544-5385
APT FOR RENT 2BDM.2BTH 681 GRAND
$166 EACH CLEAN/QUIET 541-8038

Yr lease 6-16-88to 6-15-89 share$210
w&d;micro;close to Poly 544-0813

FREE PALLETS
ECOSLO
45 PRADO RD
543-4296

Need 2F for smr 170/mo each JUNE
FREE 2 share huge room w/lg
closet in Lug Lk area twnhse. Big
storage loft, garage, micro,
frpic, creative decor, patio turn,
prov if need AVAIL 6-15 543-7621

1 or 2 to share Ig rm in 3 yr old
Laguna Lake townhouse begin 6/15
$235/mo inci ALL util but phone
call Marcie - 541-3660
2 RMMTES TO SHARE RM $150 EACH
CALL EVES 549-8388

CHEAP SUMMER, RESERVE FOR FALL
Own Room, BIG house w/fun puppy
3bd1ba W/D 150smr-250fall 541-4069
CO-OP STUDENT NEEDS TO SUBLET
ROOM
FOR SUMMER. OPTION TO LEASE FOR
88/89. VERY NICE HOME IN COUNTRY
YOU’LL LOVE IT! $200.MO 544-9534
FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12
MONTH LEASE 543-1452
NO WORRIES OVER THE SUMMER FOR
FALL HOUSING! GET 3-4 FRIENDS
TOGHETHER TO HOLD BEAUTIFUL HOUSE
W/3BDRM 2BATH LRG FAM ROOM W/
FIREPLACE &FRONT&BACK YARD CALL
FOR DETAILS 546-9659
OR 546-8862
SUM SUBLET-1 BDRM APT,NEWLY FUR
NISH
WALK-IN CLOSITWASH/DRY AVAIL 6/1
10R2 NEAT/RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE
$250/1 OR $300/SHARE NEAR POLY
CALL KRISTI AT 543-1348

2 RMMTS needed 4 sumr,1 4 fall
thru spng many xtras call 5435108 or 756-4579

Summer Sublet:
2 rooms open for 3 people
Own room $170 to share $120/each
close to campus and shopping
Call 756-4226. Leave Message

2F/M SHARE CEDAR CREEK CONDO
2BED 2BA POOL MICRO LAUN FULLY
FURN AVAIL 6/18/88 230MO.

WÍ4LK TO POLY; LARGE HOUSE AVAIL
6/20 SHARE-$210/MO.;OWN-$280/MO.
FRPLCA/V&D/MICRO/+MORE 544-0813

3 BDRM HOUSE NEAR POLY, NEED 3
GIRLS TO SHARE W/1 OTHER. $197.50
TO SHARE, $230 SINGLE. AVAIL JUNE1
PHONE 543-1800 OR 543-7697
GREAT ’HOME’! Remodeled 1st yr
cIs 2 twn wshr/dryr fully furnishd
SUMMER: 2 F to shr $170ea (neg)
FALL; 1 F to shr $200
543-8549 Iv msg MUST SEE!

BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES LISTED
FREE INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE
ON CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
CENTURY 21-541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE? FOR A FREE LIST
OF ALL THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSES &
CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, CALL STEVE
NELSON-FARRELL SMYTH,INC. 543-8370
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i : ICOMBO SPECIAL T
From page 1
than buying more land.
Prop. 71 is a direct reaction to
the Gann Initiative which set
limits in 1978 on the amount of
money a city could raise or
spend. Proponents argue that the
limit should be raised to make
inflationary adjustments.

y ^'Quarterpound Charbroiled Hamburger
;:i;. French Fries and a Large Soda

‘The initial limit was too low,”
Henderson said. “ This initiative
will increase what we can spend.”
If passed, the initiative will
allow increased state revenues to
be divided proportionally among
cities on a per capita basis,
Henderson said.

only^ I .C7 »

LANGUAGE
From page 1
minoring in an officially declared
foreign language, or by receiving
a passing grade in an advanced
class or a same-level exam in a
classical language such as An
cient Greek, Latin, Hebrew, or
Sanskrit.
Charles Crabb, chair of the Cal
Poly Academic Senate, said al
though
he feels a second
language is ‘‘clearly desirable”
and that the United States is one
of a few countries without a
significant foreign language re
quirement, he was a little reluc
tant to get excited about a
systemwide decision. Crabb said
he feels the requirement may be
good for some majors such as
political science or agriculture,
but other departments may not
feel a need for it.
‘‘Curriculum is a function of
the school and faculty; decisions
should be made at that level,”
Crabb said.
He said a problem will occur
with resource allocation.
‘‘We can’t just teach all the

DONOR
From page 4
front of the card to identify the
person as a donor.
Andy Gilkison, a student who
helped pass out cards, said the
response was good.
‘‘About 75 percent of the peo
ple took them. A lot of people
said they had them already ... No
one said they didn’t want them.”
The cards will be passed out on
campus through today but peo
ple can also pick them up at the
DMV at any time.
Ternan said he hopes to make
this an annual event. ‘‘Next year
we’re hoping to get more schools
like U.C.L.A., so that we can
have all of Southern California do
it,” he said.

ART
Frum page 11
The Petersons
have con
tributed much money for the
Center for the Arts. They recent
ly donated a $100,000 piece of
property to the Foundation for
the Performing Arts.
Currently, the Petersons are
involved in the development of
an $18,000 performing arts
center, which the CSU Board of
Trustees approved Wednesday.
The performing arts center is
designed to serve both the uni
versity and the community and
is expected to be completed in
1991-92. Cal Poly agreed to par
ticipate in the project with help
from the city and the Foundation
for the Performing Arts.
Peggy Peterson said it is
‘‘wonderful” for thecommunity
to come together as a single
body. She described her feelings
of community involvement by
quoting a poet who once wrote,
‘‘Community
is a single
soul
dwelling in many bodies.”
The Student Art Award, also
presented at the Cal Poly Artsalute, went
to Lori Vix, ASI
Program Board head, for her in
volvement in the arts during her
enrollment at Cal Poly.

students at Cal Poly a foreign '
language,” he said. He added
that since allocations are for
mula-based, an increased number
of faculty in the foreign language
department would take faculty
away from other departments.

o

Every Friday in the Snack Bar%..
During Spring Quarter! I '#
• •

Crabb said that the language
requirement will also limit a stu
dent’s ability to take on free
electives.
Little said a similar foreign
language requirement was sub
mitted to the senate five years
ago and was defeated by a large
margin. The main criticism of the
last proposal, he said, was that it
specifically asked for ‘‘increased
teaching duties in the foreign
languages department.” Little
said that this time the proposal
has a better chance since interest
in foreign language requirements
is increasing.
‘ ‘The
f orei gn
languages
department teaches 3.5 percent
of the students,” he said. ‘‘This
is too great a university, with a
large responsibility to California
and the world in a global village
to have only 3.5 percent actively
engaged in learning what will
improve the university, enhance
one’s career, international life,
and so on.”
The foreign languages depart
ment offers courses in Spanish,
French, German, and Italian.
Japanese will be added in the
fall. Liberal studies and journal
ism are the only Cal Poly
departments which now have
some foreign language require
ment.
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FREE
Take our GRE or GMAT before you take theirs
If you're planning to take the GRE or G M A T, DO N 'T let
these tests take you by suprinse. Take K A PLA N 'S first.
The Stanley H. Kaplan sim ulated exam com es with a
com puterized diag no stic evaluation. It reveals w here
you're w eak and w here you're strong, w hat skills you
need to practice, or w hether tim ing is you r problem .
The cost? W ith this ad; from 10 am-1 pm on May 26
only; it's yours FREE.
So call (805) 685-5767 and reserve you r place at
Kaplan's sim ulated exam .

IKAPLAN

Don't compete with
a Kaplan studentbe one.

coupon good
only from
10am-2pm
5 /2 6 /8 8

STtMlIT N. It n t N IMKtnOlUl 011111m .

A P P L E D A Y S '88
EXTENDED DEADLINE
Due to the overwhelming response
by Cal Poly to Apple Days '88,
El Corral Bookstore is extending
the special one-time prices until .
next week!

c

Some additional computers are available for—
pickup on May 21. But, vve cannot guarantee
delivery by May 21 on orders taken during
this extended time. We will make every effort
to deliver the order as soon as possible.

A bsolute last day at these
prices w ill be Saturday, M ay 21

ElG3rral

Bookstore

